Classroom Connections No.2:
Divided America

Lesson set for BackStory episode #0256, “Divided States of America? The
History of an Often Disjointed Union”

Classroom Connections: Divided America
Background for Teachers
According to a 2016 study by the Pew Research Center1 the idea that America is more polarized than it
has been in recent years is supported by the data that Democrats and Republicans view each other with
anger and see each other more negatively than they have in the past. Polarization and division, however,
has been a theme of American history since its conception. As the episode discusses, Loyalists and
Patriots represented this division over the colonies’ relationship with Great Britain. The election of
Andrew Jackson pitted the “common man” of the south and west against the urban, cosmopolitan elite of
the Northeast. In the years leading up to the Civil War, the caning of Senator Charles Sumner provides an
example of unprecedented partisan violence and vitriol.
In the 1920s America was defining itself as a newly emerged global power. In the wake of World War I
there were many questions about the kind of society that America would represent on the global scene.
Domestically, the 1920s represented a time of extreme division in American history. As discussed in the
episode, debates over prohibition divided the urban immigrant population and the moral, religious and
often rural. The changing face of mass culture brought with it America’s first culture wars. Urban vs.
Rural, Secular vs. Religious, Immigrant vs. American, Progressive vs. Traditional represented cultural
battlefields in the war for America’s global-facing soul.
This story and the documents that follow consider following aspects of these divisions in the 1920s and
help students grapple with the following questions: Should America pursue a policy of prohibition? Is
America a Christian nation? What is the role of women in modern America? What is the role of America in
the world? What role do African Americans have in shaping American culture? As students read these
documents, put them in conversation, and inquire about their sourcing they will practice skill of
historical thinking as they consider the sourcing, contextualization, and corroboration of documents. In
addition, students will form an argument by interpreting historical documents in considering what
cultural phenomena caused the divided society of the 1920s.
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Procedures
1. Hook/Warm Up:
a. Ask students to write down their responses to the following question.
They can then share in pairs, small groups, or with the whole class after
they have considered individual responses:
i. Do you believe America is more divided today than it has ever
been? If so, why? If not, when do you think it has been more
divided?
2. Classroom Connections: Listen to Backstory
a. Either assigned before class or in segments in class have students listen to
the episode of Backstory on citizenship.
b. Pass out “1920s: Divided America Document Set”
c. This specific lesson uses the experience of German Americans during
Prohibition as a jumping off point. You may use this segment of the
podcast and ask students:
i. Describe one argument for and one argument against prohibition.
ii. In what ways was the debate over prohibition about more than
alcohol? What evidence does the segment provide?
iii. What evidence is there of division in America in this segment?
What caused this division?
3. Document Based Question
a. Students will work to answer the question posed by the DBQ: To what
extent was America a divided society in the 1920s? What were the causes
of this division?
b. Individually or in small groups have students analyze each provided
document
c. For each document students should complete the following:
i. Historic Context – What is the context of the document? What was
happening in history around the time it was created? How does this
impact what it says?
ii. Intended Audience – For whom was the document created? How
does this impact what it says?
iii. Point-of-View – Who created the document? What is their
perspective? How does this impact what the document says?
iv. Purpose – Why was the document created? How does this impact
what it says?
d. Argumentation and Writing

i. Students should categorize the documents into broad themes or
buckets and use them to support their argument in response to the
question.
ii. Teachers should feel free to have students complete a full DBQ
write up, an outline, or have a discussion of the initial prompt as a
class. Use the document sets as you see fit!

Standards
AP US History Themes:
NAT 1.0 Explain how ideas about democracy, freedom, and individualism
found expression in the development of cultural values, political institutions,
and American Identity.
NAT 4.0 Analyze relationships among different regional, social, ethnic, and
racial groups, and explain how these groups’ experiences have related to U.S.
national identity.
POL 2.0 Explain how popular movements, reform efforts, and activists groups
have sought to change American society and institutions.
CUL 3.0 Explain how ideas about women’s rights and gender roles have
affected society and politics
CUL 4.0 Explain how different group identities, including racial, ethnic, class,
and regional identities, have emerged and changed over time.
AP US History Key Concepts:
Key Concept 7.2 Innovations in communications and technology contributed
to the growth of mass culture, while significant changes occurred in internal
and international migration patterns
C3 Framework:
Change, Continuity, and Context
D2.His.1.9-12. Evaluate how historical events and developments were shaped
by unique circumstances of time and place as well as broader historical
contexts
D2.His.2.9-12. Analyze change and continuity in historical eras
Perspectives
D2.His.5.9-12. Analyze how historical contexts shaped and continue to shape
people’s perspectives.
Historical Sources and Evidence
D2.His.12.9-12. Use questions generated about multiple historical sources to
pursue further inquiry and investigate additional sources.
Causation and Argument
D2.His.14.9-12. Analyze multiple and complex causes and effects of events in
the past.
D2.His.16.9-12. Integrate evidence from multiple relevant historical sources
and interpretations into a reasoned argument about the past.

Classroom Connections: Divided America
Part I: Warm Up
1. Do you believe America is more divided today than it has ever been? If so,
why? If not, when do you think it has been more divided?

Part II: Backstory – Divided States of America? Segment –
The American Issue
1.

Describe one argument for and one argument against prohibition.

2.
In what ways the debate over prohibition about more than alcohol? What
evidence does this segment provide?

3.
What evidence is there of division in America in this segment? What
caused this division?

Part III: Document-Based Question
Directions: Using the information from the podcast we just listened to and the
documents below, formulate an argument in response to the following prompt:
To what extent was America a divided society in the 1920s? What were the
causes of this division?
In your response you should:
➢

Craft a thesis statement that takes a stand on the question above

➢
Structure a response that follows a clear format and uses logical
argumentation
➢

Contextualize your response in your knowledge of US History

➢

Use at least six of the documents

➢
Analyze at least half of the documents for historical context, intended
audience, point-of-view, or purpose

Document A
There isn’t anything the matter with world civilization, except that humanity is viewing it through a vision impaired
in a cataclysmal war. Poise has been disturbed, and nerves have been racked, and fever has rendered men
irrational; sometimes there have been draughts upon the dangerous cup of barbarity, and men have wandered far
from safe paths, but the human procession still marches in the right direction.
America’s present need is not heroics, but healing; not nostrums, but normalcy; not revolution, but restoration;
not agitation, but adjustment; not surgery, but serenity; not the dramatic, but the dispassionate; not experiment,
but equipoise; not submergence in internationality, but sustainment in triumphant nationality.
This republic has its ample tasks. If we put an end to false economics which lure humanity to utter chaos, ours will
be the commanding example of world leadership today. If we can prove a representative popular government
under which a citizenship seeks what it may do for the government rather than what the government may do for
individuals, we shall do more to make democracy safe for the world than all armed conflict ever recorded.
The world needs to be reminded that all human ills are not curable by legislation, and that quantity of statutory
enactment and excess of government offer no substitute for quality of citizenship.
My best judgment of America’s needs is to steady down, to get squarely on our feet, to make sure of the right
path. Let’s get out of the fevered delirium of war, with the hallucination that all the money in the world is to be
made in the madness of war and the wildness of its aftermath. Let us stop to consider that tranquillity at home is
more precious than peace abroad, and that both our good fortune and our eminence are dependent on the
normal forward stride of all the American people. …
Return to Normalcy, Speech, Warren G. Harding
May 14, 1920
Retrieved from teachingamericanhistory.org

Document B
Just as he was an Elk, a booster, and a member of the Chamber of commerce, just as the priests of the
Presbyterian Church determined his every religious belief and the senators who controlled the Republican Party
decided in little smoky rooms in Washington what he should think about disarmament, tariff, and Germany, so
did the large national advertisers fix the surface of his life, fix what he believed to be his individuality. These
standards advertised wares- toothpastes, socks, tires, cameras, instantaneous hot-water heaters- were his symbols
and proofs of excellence; at the first the signs, then the substitutes, for joy and passion and wisdom.

Babbit, Novel, Sinclair Lewis
1922

Document C
We are a movement of the plain people, very weak in the matter of culture, intellectual support, and trained
leadership. We are demanding, arid we expect to win, a return of power into the hands of the everyday, not highly
cultured, not overly intellectualized, but entirely unspoiled and not de-Americanized, average citizen of the old
stock. Our members and leaders are all of this class-the opposition of the intellectuals and liberals who held the
leadership, betrayed Americanism, and from whom we expect to wrest control, is almost automatic.
This is undoubtedly a weakness. It lays us open to the charge of being "hicks" and "rubes" and "drivers of secondhand Fords." We admit it. Far worse, it makes it' hard for us to state our case and advocate our crusade in the
most effective way, for most of us lack skill in language.
The Klan, therefore, has now come to speak for the great mass of Americans of the old pioneer stock. We
believe that it does fairly and faithfully represent them, and our proof lies in their support. To understand the
Klan, then, it is necessary to understand the character and present mind of the mass of old-stock Americans. The
mass, it must be remembered, as distinguished from the intellectually mongrelized "Liberals."
These are, in the first place, a blend of various people of the so-called Nordic race, the race which, with all its
faults, has given the world almost the whole of modem civilization. The Klan does not try to represent any people
but these.
“The Klan’s Fight for Americanism,” The North American Review, Hiram Wesley Evans
March 1926

Document D

Document E
Let America be America again.
Let it be the dream it used to be.
Let it be the pioneer on the plain
Seeking a home where he himself is free.
(America never was America to me.)
Let America be the dream the dreamers dreamed-Let it be that great strong land of love
Where never kings connive nor tyrants scheme
That any man be crushed by one above.

The free?
Who said the free? Not me?
Surely not me? The millions on relief today?
The millions shot down when we strike?
The millions who have nothing for our pay?
For all the dreams we've dreamed
And all the songs we've sung
And all the hopes we've held
And all the flags we've hung,
The millions who have nothing for our pay-Except the dream that's almost dead today.

(It never was America to me.)
O, let my land be a land where Liberty
Is crowned with no false patriotic wreath,
But opportunity is real, and life is free,
Equality is in the air we breathe.
(There's never been equality for me,
Nor freedom in this "homeland of the free.")
Say, who are you that mumbles in the dark?
And who are you that draws your veil across the
stars?
I am the poor white, fooled and pushed apart,
I am the Negro bearing slavery's scars.
I am the red man driven from the land,
I am the immigrant clutching the hope I seek-And finding only the same old stupid plan
Of dog eat dog, of mighty crush the weak.
-Who dreamt a dream so strong, so brave, so true,
That even yet its mighty daring sings
In every brick and stone, in every furrow turned
That's made America the land it has become.
O, I'm the man who sailed those early seas
In search of what I meant to be my home-For I'm the one who left dark Ireland's shore,
And Poland's plain, and England's grassy lea,
And torn from Black Africa's strand I came
To build a "homeland of the free."

O, let America be America again-The land that never has been yet-And yet must be--the land where every man is free.
The land that's mine--the poor man's, Indian's,
Negro's, ME-Who made America,
Whose sweat and blood, whose faith and pain,
Whose hand at the foundry, whose plow in the rain,
Must bring back our mighty dream again.
Sure, call me any ugly name you choose-The steel of freedom does not stain.
From those who live like leeches on the people's
lives,
We must take back our land again,
America!
O, yes,
I say it plain,
America never was America to me,
And yet I swear this oath-America will be!
Out of the rack and ruin of our gangster death,
The rape and rot of graft, and stealth, and lies,
We, the people, must redeem
The land, the mines, the plants, the rivers.
The mountains and the endless plain-All, all the stretch of these great green states-And make America again!

Let America Be America Again, Poem, Langston Hughes
1935

Document F
Dear Editor:
When the bill (The Butler Act) against the teaching of evolution in public schools was passed, I could not see why
more mothers were not thanking the lawmakers. They were protecting our children from one of the destructive
forces which will destroy our civilization. I for one was grateful that they stood up for what was right. And grateful,
too, that we have a Christian man for governor who will defend the Word of God against this so-called science. The
Bible tells us that the gates of Hell shall not win against the church. We know there will always be those who set an
example for the cross of Christ. But in these times of materialism I thank God deep down in my heart for everyone
whose voice is raised for humanity and the coming of God’s kingdom.
Letter, Mrs. Jesse Sparks Pope, Tennessee
1925
Document G

